1. Lift wiper away from Windshield

2. Grasp Bottom of Wiper Insert

3. Hold wiper arm with one hand and pull out on insert.

4. Once wiper insert releases from bottom of wiper arm slide insert out assembly
5. With insert completely removed from the wiper arm separate reinforcing strips from rubber material

6. Discard rubber blade material and keep the two reinforcing strips

7. Slide reinforcing strips into new wiper insert as shown

8. Press reinforcement strip length of wiper insert

9. Repeat procedure for second reinforcement strip.
10. Slide insert through notches at bottom of wiper blade.

11. Continue sliding through all notches on wiper blade.

12. Blade will stop sliding near the end where the locking notch is.

13. Apply pressure to insert to pull it past the first notch.

14. Insert is secured when notch on wiper arm is between the two raised areas on the insert.